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Sanders carries tight election with 516 votes
votes. Fifty-eight percent of the

to wed, he replied, "The next
student body voted in the Presitime you ask, it may be too late.
dential election, and fifty-four And you can quote me on that."
percent for the referendum.
And it was already totf late.
Twenty-one percent of the stuThe beaming Sanders had not
only gained the Presidency, but
dent body voted for Sanders.
Sanders commented at length a wife.
Later, at the climax of a victory
on his victory and on his plans.
He said, "I want to thank the party held for Roger by his jubilcommittee that backed me so ant supporters, a good friend,
strongly throughout the whole
John Delmage, stunned the gaordeal. It has taken an awful lot thered celebrators by the anof enthusiasm. I sincerely hope nouncement that Sanders and
querers. Everyone congratulated
that the enthusiasm and interest Wendy had actually.been married
everyone on running a great camthe previous Thursday.
paign. Someone realized that the shown by the students is indicative of the support that Student's
The first reaction was general
hero of the night, Sanders, wasCouncil will receive next year. If disbelief. Everyone thought that
n't there and a frantic search folthis is the case, I see that the Delmage had been celebrating
lowed. Sanders was in the SUB,
limitations that last year's Stutoo much and didn't know what
trying to relax, when the results
dent's Council has met will be
he was saying.
were released.
eliminated."
After the initial shock, jubilaThe official results were: SandAt this point, Roger was surtion broke out for the second
ers 516, Walker 474, "Ballard 379,
by his enthusiastic suptime of the evening.
with 54 spoiled ballots. The Fee rounded
porters, especially by Wendy.
Upon hearing the great news,
Increase Referendum passed with
Roger positively glowed and his CORD editor Ron Bohaychuk,
yes,
572
no
and
120
blank
721
supporters kept jumping up and mingling shock, delight, envy in
down and thumping him on the his voice shouted out, "That bastback. The SUB resounded with ard!"
savage victory cheers. Roger reDave Walker ran a close second
turned to the Cord's persistent in the election. When asked to
reporters and continued: "I hope comment he said simply, "I am
that people will remember what looking forward to working on
I have promised and suggested Winter Carnival next year." He
and never let me lose sight of refused any further comment.
it. Again, thanks to my commitBill Ballard was pleased with
ported him at the meeting "were
tee and to Wendy. I want to thank the results. He said, "Roger's a
not able to overcome invincible my fellow students for the congood man. He has experience and
tribution they made in bringing
ignorance." In a statement, he
this is obviously what the student's want. I got over 300 votes
said "the vote was a testament to out the students on this occasion.
This is only the first of many ocand I consider anything over 300
the eternal shame of the 'clerks'."
casions which will bring out this to be a victory. We only need
The Faculty Association, made type of student support. Thank
three hundred more to win. Conup of about 95 members, has held
you."
sideration will be given to our
two meetings on the issue. At
When asked by a jealous repolicies if not next year then
none of the meetings did the porter when he and Wendy plan
definitely in the next two years."
Administration and Dr. Haggar
confront each other. Dr. Haggar
said the Administration refused
to come to a meeting so he was
not invited. "I have been tried in
absentia," he said, "and T am not
going to remain silent."
A Coke machine in the Student there was no one around. We'll
The Executive of the AssociaUnion Building was quickly emptake the pop home to protect it
tion never interviewed Haggar.
Their only source of information tied Tuesday night after it was though."
left open.
People from the residences behas been the Administration.
The machine, containing about gan to arrive at 8 p.m. Most were
Members of the Faculty Associcarrying duffle-bags. One student
ation would give no statement on 400 cans of pop, was left unlocked that afternoon by the Coke needed help to carry out his full
the meeting or the motion.
salesman. It.is not known if any load. Some students made as
At the same meeting Dr. John
many as five trips to the room
Weir was elected President. He money was taken.
The SUB Regulars were the before they relaxed.
takes over from Dr. Hellyer.
first to notice the oversight. A
The theft problem on campus
spokesman for the group said
is still great. There has been no
they had tried to contact Coke reported decrease in the number
but no one was available. "We of robberies from Council or th«
tried for hours," he said, "but students.

Pandemonium broke lose in
2E6 when Dale Smith, Chief Electoral Officer, announced that
Roger Sanders is the new president of the Student's Council.
Girls cried, men swore and Smith
tried to restore order so he could
announce the breakdown of the
vote. Sanders fans tried to sing
a chorus of "He's a Jolly Good
Fellow," but they sounded more
like the conquered not the con-
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As the night wore on, Sanders' lead grew until he
had a clear majority of the largest group of electors ever to vote in a WLU election.

Faculty association rejects bid to
ask renewal of Haggar contract
Faculty Association of Waterloo Lutheran University will
not ask the Administration to renew Dr. George Haggar's contract. The bid to get the Administration to reverse it's decision
was defeated 47- to 24 with 4 ab-

! The

stentions Monday night.
The motion put forward by a
toember of the Association asked

that the Association "request the
Administration to reconsider the

non-renewal of Dr. George Haggar's contract with a view to
reinstatement." The motion was
debated by both sides in the issue before the vote was taken.
Dr. Haggar was not at the
meeting. When contacted, he said
he had never been invited to give
his case to the Association. "I
was never invited to any meetings," he said.
Haggar said those who sup-

Theft due to stupidity

Voters approve fee increase
The motion to increase student
activity fees was passed Wednesday by a vote of 721 to 572.

The referendum which was
voted on Wednesday gave the
Students' Council the right to
make a $4.97 increase from $13.18

to $18.15.

The margin of

votes was

Expansion adds
experience to
Politics Dept.
The Political Science Department at Waterloo Lutheran will
be the biggest it has ever been.
Next year the department adds
to the three professors now teaching, three more professors.
l"we of these new professors have
their PhD.'s and the other is
acquiring his. Dr. K. Aun, and
Professor Nyiri will continue to
teach while Professor B. Bartmann will leave to attend the
London School of Economics and
Political Science for his doctoral.
Prof. Bartmann will return after

two

years.

sufficient to carry the motion
since only a simple majority was

required.

Some members expressed surprise that there were 120 ballots
left blank. "I guess that means

some students don't care," remarked one Council member.
The increase will go into effect
next September at registration.

RESULTS of the PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
1.

21% of entire student body

2.
3.

474

WALKER, Dave
BALLARD, Bill

379

Spoiled
Total votes cast

•

54
1423

58% of entire student body

REFERENDUM ON INCREASE OF
ACTIVITY FEE RESULTS

,

Yes

721

29% of entire student body

Returning after a leave of ab-

sence is

professor Toivo Miljan.
Two new professors have also
been hired by the department.
Dr. John Redekop a Canadian
now teaching at the Pacific College will teach Canadian and
American Government. Dr. Kttruvilla from Carleton will teach
Public Administration here.
With the acquisition of these
professors the Political Science
Department will have seven on
the staff.

516

SANDERS, Roger

No

~.~

."

Blank
Spoiled

•

572
120

2

Total votes cast on Referendum 1295
54% of entire student body

Bill Ballard was disappointed he did
was a good loser.
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not win, but
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Voters' interest highest ever in this election
Wednesday's unexpectedly high

ly claiming to be representing
Roger Sanders or Bill Ballard
and urging the students not to
vote for Walker because he had
been asked by Students' Council to resign from his Council

voter turnout climaxed a week
of campaign fever.
At about 3:30 Wednesday afternoon election officials were
forced to print up 500 extra ballots. Originally 1400 ballots had
been run off.
The polling booths were busy
all day. At 10 a.m. people were
lined down the hall past IEI
and at 5 p.m., when the voting
closed, students were still rushing up, asking if they could still
vote. At least one tried to vote
twice.
A crowd that filled IEI, jammed the doorways, and spilled
into the hall attended the campaign
speeches on Tuesday

position.
Both Sanders and Ballard
denied any connection with this.
A large part of Dave Walker's
speech was concerned with this
incident which supposedly had
occurred the previous evening.
All the candidates campaign.
Ed vigorously, perhaps too actively. Two lost their five dollar deposits for using too many posters.
Roger Sanders tried a new
twist in his campaign. A fivemember committee undertook to
phone everyone in the Student
Directory, reminding them to
vote and asking them if they had
any questions about Sanders plat
form.

morning.

Tension rose as accusations
flew. Someone had circulated in
one of the residences alternate-
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Seen here voting are members of the Cord's editorial, news and advertising
staff. The Cord (or most of it) stands behind its editorial policy.

March on Queen's Park

Art College students victorious
The Ontario College of Art students have won their battle to
have two fired professors reinstaled. The order to reinstate was
given by William E. Davis, Minister of Education.
The students were fighting for
a voice in hiring and firing policies and curriculum planning.
Professors A. Beyevsky and E.
Freifield were active in demanding a better deal for the faculty,
including more say in basic questions of the art college's basic
policies.

The issue arose over the decision to drop the fine arts course
without consulting either the instructors involved or the students. More commercially oriented courses were emphasized instead.
Instructors Beyevsky and Freifield and a student, John Bowman, aroused the anger of Principal Watson by accusing him of
lying in regard to course changes. Shortly after, both professors were fired and Bowman was
expelled, with no official reason
being given.

After a one week boycott of
classes ending with a walk on
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Queen's Park on February 28, the
Minister of Education stepped in.

W. E. Davis ordered the reinstatement of the two professors

and promised a full investigation.

He commented that the student
demonstration showed responsible and rational action.
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The department of Business and Economics
invites you to a display of managerial textbooks, May 6 to May 9.
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TAMIAE Hockey trophy
4th Business 7
Economics 3
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. . . the nearest cleaners to the University
The SCHOOL of BUSINESS and ECONOMICS
invites you to view a display of

LITERATURE
pertinent to the study of
Economics and Business

in the Library

March 8

to

15, 1968

POLITICS LECTURE
Dr. Donald Gow, Executive Assistant to the
Principal, Queens University, Kingston is giving
a lecture in Public Administration at the invitation of the Department of Political Science, on
March 12th, in room IEI at 12:30 p.m.
and 2:30
in
room
P.m.
3C15 (Music Room). All students
are welcome, especially those in Politics 20 and
42.
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Five candidates seek two sophomore offices
Dave King
Soph President

.

"Initiative for

initiation"

is

slogan for Dave King,
Candidate for Soph President.
King would like to see more
enthusiasm and participation in
(he key

Frosh Initiation.
"This year's initiation was
dull. I'd like a lively one," he

-

Baid.
"Frosh Soph communications
Should be in both directions, like
a two-way arrow" said King. In
bis personal opinion only the
Frosh participated to any extent
this year.
The Big Brother, Big Sister
Idea is good, but King would

concerned about the students' the Booze Allen Hamilton report
discussions, the CUS Course Evalviews", said Lawson.
uation, and is a member of the
Lawson is interested in Freshpublicity committee.
man Initiation. He would like to SUBOG
see the Frosh do more stunts,
tougher ones, and wear more of
a costume. "This must be handMary-Jo Kelly
led with discretion," said LawSoph
Vice-President
son.
"I would love to see friendly
competition, for example a Soph"More involvement by off-camFrosh tomato fight and a Kanpus students," is the theme of
garoo court. Competition has
Mary-Jo Kelly's sophomore
been lacking in the past," he presidential campaign. vice
She
said.
this because 90% of
Lawson thinks that another stresses
next year's sophomore class
Soph-Frosh
event, Soph-Frosh be off campus. The same will
per
Weekend, should be earlier in
the year to allow more people to
participate.
The proposed SUB building is
a matter of "utmost urgency"
to him.

Laurie Sleith
Soph Vice-President
photo by Shane

Photo by Moore
Mary-Jo Kelly
photo by Moore

'

moment like this year," he said.
> "Soph's Spot" is King's name

$>r a column

he would like in the
CORD with items of special interest to the Soph class.
"j want the frosh power of
this year to become the soph
power of next year," said King.
This year he is an assistant
don and organized the prizewinning
decorations for the
Valentine's Day dance at West

Ron Wilton
Soph President

Senior President

Lex Gropper, senior class pres-

Jim Lawson
President

Soph

photo by Shane

Ron Wilton
duties are concentrated at the

beginning and end of the year.
In between Wilton would like to
take on a few outside responsi-

bilities.
"The SUB building should be
planned following the recommendations made in the BAH report," he said.
Another concern was the prices in the book store.
"An in-depth study of the prices must be made," said Wilton.
This year he has participated in

dents' Council and students, and
between students and faculty.
He agrees with the new Council

President,

Roger Sanders, that
the Council meetings should be
open, because he said, "people
are too quick to criticize without
getting the whole story."
"Student Council should be

ident hopeful, stresses a sense of
responsibility rather than a platform.
"I can not promise the world,"
he said, "I can only promise to
work to the best of my ability.
I feel that a platform is not as
important as a sense of responsibility and the desire to represent
the senior class."
"I would like to see that some
of the aims of the presidential
candidates are put into effect
next year," he said. "I like the
idea of a psychiatrist on campus," he said, "and representation on council by faculty rather than by class. We have a
students' council that can make
something of itself next year. I
want to be the voice of the senior class on that council. I will
support the position of the council for the betterment of the student body." He said he would
"take a stand and stick to my
guns."
"I hope that the senior class
will get out and vote. We have
to stop being apathetic," he said.
"I would welcome any advice
from the class and

I want to see

= records = I FORWELL
P
SUPER VARIETY
7a"^*e"''
(Special orders given
prompt attention)
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE

George Kadwell Ltd.
Waterloo

744-3712
742-1831

Square,

Fairview Park,

According to Laurie Sleith, a
candidate for Sophomore VicePresident, "there are things
which could have been done by
last year's council, and were not
done, and some issues Which
were not brought up in the
Presidential campaign are of
vital need to the student body."
He feels that the present I'A
is "drastically small and could be
enlarged to hold another 400
people. We have some of the top
teams in the country yet the TA
cannot hold one quarter of the
student body. The Students'
Council- office is jammed, council cannot function properly in
such a small area."
He wants the offices in the
New SUB building to be suited

Laurie Sleith
000. If this is true it should cer-

tainly be investigated," „ said
Sleith. "This year some bills
were
concerning
overlooked
Shinerama which put the Soph
class in debt," said Sleith. This
was partially the reason for the
cancellation of the Soph-Frosh
weekend. To this I can only
answer that I will not let it hap
pen next year. My past has given
me experience in planning social

events.

Mr. Sleith comes from Richview Collegiate in Etobicoke. He
was president of his Young
Peoples group for four years and
was captain of the Rich view
Hawks, a hockey team.

Two contest senior position

—

In his Sarnia high school he
was a class representative and
MC for several dances, as well as
decorator and organizer. He was
a member of Key Club, Hi-Y a
Young People's group, and Servers' Guild.

Jim Lawson

campus.

"I want the job; I feel I can
do it; things need to be changed," week of orientation is unnecessaid Ron Wilton, candidate for sary," she said. "If Library SciSoph President.
He thinks that the Soph President has two basic jobs to supervise initiation
orientation and
Soph-Frosh Weekend.
Wilton said changes must be
made. "We must have a betterSoph-Frosh Weekend, if the,Soph
class has to organize it by itself."
Lex Gropper
He said that the President's

Hall.

photo by Shane

centage of freshmen are now on
Mary-Jo hopes to increase participation in initiation by combining it with orientation. "A full

Jim Lawson, another candidate
for Sophomore President, feels
that this school needs more
communication between Stu-

to the number of people who
have to work there.
"It has been brougiht to my
attention that the Torque Room,
Dining Hall and the bookstore
make an annual profit of $200,-

ially if student-faculty co-operation could be furthered by them.

"I back it and would like to
work on a committee for it," he
said, "but I'm not going to commit myself by saying that it will
be ready in 1969-1970."
He'd like to have the course
evaluation continued, because it
was "too spotty" this time.
Lawson says there should be
a pub on campus for those over
21 and that liquor should be allowed in residence.
He likes the new constitution.
"It is far better than the old.
one," he said.
Lawson has been a treasurer,
Vice President and President of
a high school Students' Council.

Dave King
also like to have an inquiry desk
©r information booth set up.
"Soph-Frosh Weekend ought to
foe planned ahead, not at the last

ence lectures were held over a
of weeks after classes
have started, Freshmen could be
fresh for initiation week, when
sophomores are here." She said "I
think we should donate our Shinerama proceeds to some other
group this year." For the last
two years this money has gone
to the Big Brothers organization.
She said "Perhaps this would increase our receipts."
"The new constitution is excellent," she said, "but there should
be definite rules to cover in
camera meetings." At the least
these should be announced, to
prevent abuse.
Mary-Jo, who was her High
School's student council vice president last year, volunteered to
help on any committees, especperiod

*
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that the Junior/Senior class party improved."
"I feel that I can do the job."
Gropper is a third year Honours History and Near Eastern
Studies student.

Kurt Christensen
Senior President
Kurt Christensen, a third year
Honours Geography student is
running for senior class president.
"I saw the executive positions
were in by acclamation and I felt
that more participation was necessary. I wanted to make sure
that someone interested was running so I put my name forward,"
he said.

"I want to ensure that the constitution will give wider representation. I want all the students
represented;
Seminarians and
graduates of the school of social
work also," he said. "I want a
method of recall so that the students can rid themselves of counsellors who do not fulfill their
duty to the students."
"I want a greater number of
people on council to help ease
the workload of individuals and
to bring in a better cross section
of the student body as a whole,"
he said.
"I intend to see that the Student Union Building is started by
the fall of 1969," said Christensen.
"I am concerned and interested," he said, "and will do my best
in handling any issues arising in

council."
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Don't complain
If everyone is proud of the way they got out and
exercised their right to vote, they should think of how
they didn't get out and run for office.
Over 60% of the student body voted on Wednesday.
This was the biggest turnout of voters this university
has ever seen and yet it does not indicate accurately
how the students want their Student Council to be run.
It does not mean that student apathy is dead or dying
at WUC. You could attribute the number of voters to
Mr. Sanders' last minute telephone campaign.
When you are patting yourselves on your backs for
voting, remember that only one office was contested
in the election. There are four offices that were not
contested. These were top positions on Council.
It is easy for people to come out and put an "X" on
a piece of paper then vanish into the mist of apathy. It
is even easier to say of the Council that it is not doing
its job. It is not easy to take over a responsible position
v
and work.
'This big vote does not mean the students are prepared for the voice and power which they have been asking for. If anything the big turn-out means that the students are prepared to back the leader of their movement but not take the responsibility with him. Only by
being on Council can the students properly say that
they have responsibility. If they loose an election at
least they have tried.
When next year you are slumming around the Torque
Room squawking about how bad the Student Council
is and how rotten a job it is doing, try to remember that
you were not willing to work with the Council to make
it better.

It's too bad about those lines
It is too bad the Mnes are so long hrtbe Torque Room.
If they weren't so long you might have had time to get
someone to nominate you for a position on Student Council.
Nominations closed Wednesday for the eight remaining offices to be filled this year. As it turns out there
is more than one candidate running; one has been acclaimed and four offices will have to be filled at a meeting of the class. Those lines are much too long in the
Torque.
Voting will take place next Wednesday in the same
place as it did this week. These candidates you will be
electing will be filling positions equally as important as
those which have already been filled.
The vote this week is a good indication that if the
issues are important enough and if the campaigning
is intense enough the students will get out to vote. There
is one more opportunity left for you the students to
make your collective weight felt. Let's hope that the
lines in the Torque Room aren't too long next Wednesday.

forum
Lots has been changed
Editor:
I. wish to make a comment
about the last editorial in your
paper. The section concerning
parking regulation changes is indeed questionable. As a newspaper and a supposed voice for

students on this campus, I question your attitude of "nothing has
been accomplished." It has been
an accomplishment to get past
the administration's door on rules
and regulations and it has been,
I feel, worthwhile to get a hearing on the parking question let
alone changes in the rules. Every
rule with regards to parking on
this campus has been totally surveyed by student representatives

The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and members of the Administration, but
please remember these things.
All letters must include your
name address, faculty and year
'or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a vseuaonym if you have
a good reason. The editors reserve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Monday

afternoon.

and administration representatives and the majority have been
changed.

Students are crying for change
in many areas and stupid remarks
by the Cord hamper additional
changes or even the opportunity
for change. The Student Handbook is presently under revision
by the Dean of Students who is
acting upon suggestions from students or upon his own initiative.
If students have gripes, why not
use the Dean of Students? That's
what he is there for.
DAVID G. WATSON,
Arts 111.
P.S. Congratulations to the
Cord for the "statement of the
year" that nothing has been done
with regards to parking. Why
don't you stop "kidding yourself"
and find out the facts first rather
than from a report in your own
paper.

.

forum

ruthlessly criticize
lunatic fringe?

the radical

Of course not! This only leads
to hard feelings at all levels. Academic freedom, to me at least, is
the freedom of thought, discussion, etc. etc. etc., and the right
to constructively criticize wrongs
which I admit exist. Every administration and faculty member
knows, or should know, that this
is a university. This fact is clearly stated in the calendar and faculty contracts. One who has distributed and signed such a contract has no moral right to question this without laying himself
open to the possible charge of
hypocrisy. As students we have
signed no such contract, but the
principle is at least a verbal one
as we chose to attend this school.
"In this world of reaction and
repression" our 'reaction' will be
groundless and our 'repression'
will be purposeless if we ruthlessly discard our stated commitments, written agreements and
Christian principles with no other
thought in mind than subscribing
to some vague 'Utopian' cause
such as the 'struggle for academic
freedom.
In summation, what WLU needs
is student responsibility, more
rational thought on the part of
the students and less of the radical 'lunatic fringe' which your
editorial seemingly represents.
You do have the right to criticize
but not to cause ferment and thus
give the University a bad name.
JAN LAUBE,
Arts EL

,
Why nobody ran

To the Editor:
Hopefully, there will be a lot
of complaining about the fact
that four positions on the council
executive were acclaimed and the
fact that no one even bothered
to run for the positions of- Secretary arid Treasurer in the Soph
and Senior classes.
Who's to blame? Are students
apathetic? A high number of people voted in the presidential election. Is this apathy?
To get to the point: I know
of several people in West Hall
alone who were keenly interested in running for positions and
tried to get through the filtering process which is necessary
to become a candidate.
Freshmen were duly informed
by the CEO that in order to be
nominated they must have been
accepted by the university without condition and that they must
be carrying a full course load.
But, some students who met
these qualifications were nevertheless turned down by the registrar's office with a statement
that their Grade 13 marks did
not qualify them. Dale Smith, our
CEO, asserted that Grade 13
marks were not a qualifying factor.
Hopefully this communication
problem will be solved before
the elections next year.
ED AUNGER
Ec. and Pol. I

Don't cause hard feelings
I wish to take issue with your
editorial "The Myth of Freedom"
(Cord, Feb. 16). It is totally unreasonable in the following aspect:
Just what is Academic Freedom? Does it give David Etherington or anyone the right to

Oh, the

agony

books laid out before him
on the table
Make Professor Herbert Whitney,
8.A., M.A., Ph.D. able
To explain the tuber: Irish,
white, and sweet.
Hands in pockets, eyes on books,
he talks.
Hand appears, circles slowly,
rests on forehead, chin.
Feet are planted precariously.
Occasionally he walks
To the left or right, but just a
few millimetres, not enough
to be a sin.
"Wool," he says, "brought on the
enclosure movement and Industrial Revolution."
We wonder how he ever came to
this conclusion.
Or did I misinterpret his specialized (spatialized?) syntax?
"The pig was eliminated by the
Seven

tse-tse fly."

Oh

my!,

My 'spatial thinking* and deep
'feeling for geography'
Are at a loss.
I wait impatiently for him to

toss

A few more words of wisdom,
apothegms and facts my way,
So I can leave this course an
educated woman, come what
may.

MARY SCHWEITZER
Arts HI

Read Hallet, not Chiaroscuro
Psychological and moral depravity has reached a new peak
and is being boringly exhibited
by the anti-human, self-deprecating, non-writers (who are also the
editors, naturally) of Chiaroscuro
or is it Psychiactro? It is to
the University's credit
or the
student body's ignorance
that

—

—

—

fees can be extorted with little
complaint for such juvenile displays of mental stagnancy.
Since I have no book review

1968

for this week, it should be mentioned here that Jean-Pierre Hallet's book "Congo Kitabu" is now
available in paperback at the
school bookstore. This true tale
of his exciting Adventures in the
African jungles can best be summed up by a comment in the
Washington Sunday Star: "JeanPierre Hallet's life among the
tribes of Central Africa is a 1
medley of literary genre: the
bring-'em-back-alive

adventure

yarn, the travelogue of a very
sensitive and humorous raconteur
and the ethnological study of a
trained sociologist. His reminiscenses are formost a touching account of one man's strife to understand another's without condescension or the least cowardice
."
JIM MacDONALD.

..

When will it end
To the Editor;
On reading Dr. Aun's letter
was seized by the irrational hope
that the "senior member of the
faculty with a PhD standing fo»
years, with extensive teaching
experience and with a remarkable record of publication o$
books and articles" was Dr. Hag.
gar, amd that the "certain misinformation
spread on camp»
us" concerned the firing of Hangar
Once again we have been hit
by a statement implying much
and saying nothing.' Dr. Aun
refers to "certain misinformation" without identifying the mis>
information or the source. Again
I don't suppose we have the
privilege of knowing exactly
what it is.
I, however, suspect that ft
deals with several students who
have indicated that they will not
return next year, to enjoy theeven greater "quality and diversity." Tm afraid that his fears
are legitimate, and having watched the debacle this year theirs
aire also legitimate.
That two unknown doctorates
and Toivo Miljan will give the
department a "vigour, diversity
and scholarly quality far above
anything we have had before"*
does not say much for the present situation.
Unfortunately the facts when
examined bear this out.
The department has beeii
'antonomous' only since the antumm of 1966. It has been without
an official chairman. Why?
Dr. Aun, the first full-rime

.. .

...

appointment in the department,
chose Mr. Miljan, an M.A. from
U of T, over a PhD presently the
chairman of a political science
department in the province.
Why?
In 1965 Mr. Hauge and Dr.
Haggar were appointed. Mr.
Hauge left as he felt he did not
fit into the department. Dr. Aun

and the former Dean were overruled by Dr. Villaume when
they did not recommend the renewal of Bauge's contract. Why?
Dr. Haggar is also leaving.
Why?

'

This leaves Mr. Nyiri who is
working on his PhD at Queens
and Mr. Bartmann who is completing his M.A. at Western,
Both these mien probably have
ability but they do not have experience.

For the future we have only
promises, and I am waiting to
see if the new additions will be
more qualified than Dr. Haggar
(who then will be chairman?)
and present a more diverse view
(how long will they last?)
JAN LAUBE
Poli Sci and Ec n.
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A new lan and Sylvia sound—country and folk
by Dave Fairfield
Several years ago, I happened
to see on American television two
obscene Canadian folk-singers
named lan and Sylvia. To my surprise, they were the highlight of
what seemed to be a very tedious
and uninspiring show. The now
familiar sound which is distinctly
lan and Sylvia seemed fresh and
vital compared to the Dylan type
folk which perviously had been
featured on the show. Last Friday evening this vitality and freshness was once again presented in
what may have been the most
entertaining concert of the year.
The variety of material which
they sang was quite broad, ranging from folky blues to Irish
drinking songs. This was done
solely for the entertainment of
their audience. But a new lan and
Sylvia may have emerged Friday
evening.
Throughout

the performance
lan mentioned their recent recording session in Nashville. Consid-

I

photo by Gawne

lan & Sylvia impressed a large audience at last Friday's concert with
their new style
a variation on the Nashville sound.

—

at

ced the selection and arrangement
of their new songs. It will be interesting to see if this trend will

be accepted by old and new lan
and Sylvia followers.
Technically the group as a
whole left something to be desired. The instrumentals in spots
seemed ragged and unpolished.
The guitar accompanist lacked
imagination in many if not all
his solos. This was especially apparent in the folky blues sung
by Sylvia.

Leonard Cohen has said that
in the future he will sing nothing
but country and western. Are lan
and Sylvia about to do the same
thing? With the decline of folk
music as such, it is apparent that
these people are looking for newer and fresher ways of transmit
ting their ideas.

ABSOLUTELY NEW FOR

£\

A

the flicks

ering the different cuts which
they played from their new album they did not come away unaffected. The country-folk of
Nashville have certainly influen-

|

a

spR,NG

by Vic Slater

Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?

was a thoroughly enjoyable movie, from an intellection and emotional point of view as well as
an entertainment one.
Although I had expected the

usual round of white liberal
crap, the movie turned put to be
a sensible and well written examination of the nature of love
and prejudice.
The story revolves around the
reactions of the parents of a
white woman and a Negro man
when they decide to get married.
Because the parents cannot find
the Negro (Sidney Poitier) socially unacceptable, for in fact he is
a world renouned physician, it
lays bare only the racial prejudices that they have. Similarly
the girl's parents are intelligent
and socially prominent people,
leaving his parents to face their
own personal bigotry.
Not being a total emotional
cripple, I found the sentimentality of the movie not at all ob-

jectionable, for its examination of
love and trust and racial equality
was truthful and well done.
Spencer Tracy and Katherine
Hepburn gave splendid performances as the mother and father
of the girl. Tracy's portrayal of
a lifelong liberal finally facing
the ultimate test of his liberality
and faith in his daughter was
very realistic. The movie industry
will certainly miss this great
man's great talent.
There is a great deal of comic
reilef in the picture but it is
wholly necessary. The interper
sonal tensions that build up
makes a very uncomfortable
audience.
The screen adaptation of Truman Capote's In Cold Blood was
a different -matter. Its main purposes were to give a psychological examination of the killer mentality and a case against capital
punishment. It did a lousy job
of both.
I have seen at least five mov-

Summer Accommodation in Toronto
from May 8 to Sept. 15
Single, double, and triple rooms as low as $65.00 per
month (meals included). For information amd applica- i
tions, write to Campus Co-op, 395 Huron St.. Toronto 5.
Telephone: 921-3168.

THE ONTARIO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
in co-operation with
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL
THE
of the
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

ies made since 1948 which each
take at least 2 hours to show
that a man is a killer because he
hates his father. This was certainly not the best of them.
Similarly, as a case against
capital punishment it is much too
cynical and crude. Susan Hayward won an academy award in
1958 for her portrayal of a woman who eventually dies in the
gas chamber. It, too, was much
more effective. The name of that
movie, by the way, was I Want
To Live and it is now being
shown on television quite frequently.

I haven't read Capote's novel,
and after seeing this movie I
doubt thatI "ever will. I have some
kind of inherent hate for a man
who makes 2 million dollars from
the death's of other men no matter how innocent he may seem.
Neither the book nor the movie
would have had even partial success if those men had not been
executed.
What makes men massacre innocent people will never be clarified in a movie, let alone a sensationalistic one.

Virginity is like
baby teeth
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/ "Fisherman Knit" pullover
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casually smart, and warm
as only a Kitten can be.
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pure Irish wool sweater is
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turtle neckline, raglan
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Picture yourself in this

Without this label

band and cuffs. In a rich
cream shade only to
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complement perfectly any

of your Kitten slims or

»t is not a genuine KITTEN.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1968 at 8:00 p.m.

To enable the Commission and the students to become acquainted with each other and to exchange ideas on the Commission's program, particularly in the areas of employment
and housing.
Light Refreshments Will Be Provided
Beausoleil, Foreign
For further information, contact Mrs. Bdibhtelephone
744-6111,
Student Office University of Waterloo,
Students
ext. 2586 or Miss Esther Brandon, Associate Dean ofUniversity,
and Foreign Student Advisor, Waterloo Lutheran
telephone 744-8141. ext. 236.

-'

One class per week 2% hours, for 8 weeks.
Practice in your own time. Use study material.

INFORMAL GET-ACQUAINTED EVENING
on

GATHERING

:

KITCHENER and HAMILTON

to an

THE

i V'Fisherman ¥
j|L^/SWEATERS A

A

Regular Classes held in

ALL OVERSEAS STUDENTS

PURPOSE OF

ft

EVEL YN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COURSE

invites

in
CLASSROOM 246, MODERN LANGUAGES BUILDING,
University of Waterloo

IF

A

••
•

THIS COURSE CAN HELP YOU.. iis
Increase reading speed 3 to 10 times
Improve memory and retention
Cut paperwork, note taking

.

; |£r=e I

A P

Deductible

Special Student

Rate

••
•

Study effectively at
Read a short novel

1000 w.p.m.
in 30 mins.

Get a better degree!!

Evelyn Wood.
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

41 Kirn; William Street

Hamilton

I

_5630__
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™°_
s
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,
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SOUND-OFF
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by Phil Attkins and
Samm

Why aren't you running for Students' Council?
Ken Brown

Christine Mills

Brian Johnston

Arts II

Arts II

Philosophy and Politics I

I don't know anything about
I'm Irish.
it

I'm not stupid enough.

Because I do'not intend to
return to a school where I'll
never be sure whether opinions given by professors have

—

not been censored before-

hand by a paternalistic Board
of Governors.

Bill Evans
Science 3

Sue Brown

I am not running for student
council because I don't like
sitting around with my finger in my ear.

Who says I'm not? It might

Mary Ann Querengesser
Philosophy I

Psychology I

-

Dave Hoffman
Economics I

Robert Seager
Economics 4

Peter Robinson
Business Admin. Ist Year

Nobody

I am not fast enough

"I find that in my first year
it takes most of my time to
become familiar with the curriculum without confusing
the issue by running for
Students' Council".

asked me

-

#

Because my boyfriend believes women should be dominated, not dominate and also
it would give me less time
to be with my dog.

destroy my good neighbour

non-involvement image.

illlllHlllllMlNlMlilllWlMllliMlliiflilill'llii

Gerry's shell seryice
N>
„.
. , IJ?°, X.mff StPhone
_~ ,„_,
Waterloo, Ontario
742-1351

Typing Wanted

Licensed Mechanic

Elmira 669-2509
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w

REASONABLE RATES

CaH Janet McLaughlin

'

StudenfS... SaVe
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10%

on any purchase

Free Lifetime Insurance on all Diamonds

Are you Smoking the Best
the Dutch send us?
v

The D utch send us their very best pipe tobacco in Ampnora Full
Aromatic — in the Red Pouch. It's a blend of the world's finest tobaccos; aged in wood to gentle maturity. The result? A slow burning,
and its pleacool smoking, extra mild tobacco that really satisfies
on
sant aroma makes it a winner with the girls! You can try it
us
by just mailing the coupon below (enclosing an empty pouch
and get 1/9 lb.
of the pipe tobacco you are presently smoking)
pouch FREE. No strings attached. We just want you to try a great
mild tobacco taste. That way we both come out winning! You discover real smoking pleasure
and we gain a steady Amphora cus-

—

—

—

. ..

tomer.
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Just mail this

coupon today I

MAIL TO: Douwe Egberts Ltd.,
Box 31, Burlington, Ontario.

Jjf

-

—

p

—

Send me one regular size pouch of Amphora Pipe Tobacco
Mild
FREE. I'd like (check one) Amphora Regular
„
Aromatic
Full Aromatic ..-.
PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY

**r
Address «
prov
cii
Tne
I enclose an empty pouch of
tobacco lam presently smoking.
Free
(This offer expires June 30, 1968 and is limited to one
pouch

created by

M

11

I

• *

*

per person, per address).

Key No. CO3

Model TR 116300 —$300.
from the "Diamond Treasure" Collection

Jp

A

'W/Tr,

COLUMBIA

See this and other glorious diamond treasures
prlcfed from $100 to $5,000

Visit us for your free brochure
"How to Select your Diamond"

Design Copyright

OPEN A STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNT!

WALTERS CREDIT JEWELLERS
LIMITED
151 King St. W.

Phone 744-4444

Kitchener

Stores in Gait, Guelph, St. Catharines, Brantford
and Kitchener
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New Tunnel In a bright spot for entertainment
If you've ever been bored at
WLU or just wanted some place
try Tunto go on a weekend
nel In.
If you like coffee, conversatry
tion or live entertainment

—

Tunnel In.

If you want atmosphere, hospitality and an inexpensive good

—

try Tunnel In.
Tunnel In, for the uninitiated,
is a coffee house that opens
March 15 presenting The Florid
Jewellry, a folk group of Joe
time

—
— HI —

Free telephone answering service for the purpose of giving
support and help to those with problems and who may feel
at the end of the road.
Please keep this card in your wallet but give the number
to any student you think might need help.

742-6792

Hi line open from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. every night.

SENIORS
II

■

■..■■■-I

.1 —IM

■ I

—~

■■

I

.

Tunnel In is the brain child of
several high school groups who
felt that "there is no place in
the city for kids to go."
Sponsored by high school girls,
but aimed at college students,
Tunnel In will fill a gap in Kitchener's entertainment. Food,
fantastic decorations and hew
and live groups will be presented, and the waitresses will be
beautiful.
The coffee house will be open
Fridays 8:00 p.m. to 1 a.m. and

that the coffee
house realizes will be put back
into the organization. Once expenses are cleared, future profits
will be given to worthwhile
groups, promised president Fran

I

Campbell.
A- real boom to summer scho"ol
students, Tunnel In will run into
the summer months.
For iurther information, watch

for posters outside IEI.

RESTAURANT AND DINING ROOM

——
——
—

grogs.

with the type of entertainment

GOLD NUGGET
38 King St. N., Waterloo
FEATURING

—

presented.
Any profit

prepared to help meet our Pledge.

——M^———————————

Lindsey.

Saturday evenings 8:00 to 12:00.
There will be an admission
charge of 50c. Costs will vary

Remember the Classes of '64, '65, '66 & 67?
Let's make the Future Students remember us.

Be

Paul Woolner, and Joe
Honestly ,a tunnel on
Frederick, between Duke and"
Weber, it promises the best cofplain, espresso,
fee in town
moco, coffee debille and hot
Hall,

744-0881

The best home-style cooking you've ever tasted!
Take-out service
Free delivery
$3 order
10% student discount with purchases over $1.00
Hot dinner specials daily
RANGING FROM 70c TO $1.20

—

Frames in Latest
Designs and Styles"
Sunglasses
—Duplications

—

W. E. DAYIES

Your Guild Optician
204 King St. E., Kitchener

576-2810

FIRST UNITED CHURCH

photo by Gawne

The owners of the Tunnel In, students at WLU,
see their coffee-house as an answer to the suitcasecollege problem.

ELECTION NOTICE
The following positions will be contested
in an election Wednesday, March 13, 1968:

—

Sophomore
Class

President
Vice-President

— President

Senior
Class

Dave King 1
Jim Lawson
Ron Wilton
Mary Jo Kelly
Lawrence Sleith

Kurt Christensen
*— Lex Gropper

Speeches will be held Tuesday, March 12 in IEI

at 10 a.m.

—

to vote.

DALE SMITH
Chief Electoral Officer.

WELCOMES YOU,

"Sunday Worship Services: 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.;

An Invitation To

Kairos: 7:30 p.m.

THE 1968
GRADUATING CLASSES

Transportation? Call 745-8487 or 745-7979.

In Arts and Science

FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD- AND AMERICAN CUISINE

Licensed Under LCBO

-

10 a.m.
Voting will be Wednesday, March 13
5 p.m. in the cloakroom outside IEI
Freshmen, Sophomore and Juniors only are eligible

Waterloo Square

J

—
—

TO CONSIDER

Recently Renovated

Take Out Orders and Reservations

Continued Education In
Business Administration

Phone: 742-4488, 742-4489

AT

Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road

LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY
A Do you plan to enter the business world upon graduating

this

A Are you academically prepared for this important step?
A Will you be able to compete effectively on the basis of
your present knowledge and skills, with those whose undergraduate training has been commerce oriented?
Be Sore of Your Future? Investigate Lakehead University's

THE ORIGINAL

A£S£AT®AOAT
in sand, brushed leather

(genuine plantation crepe soles)

MADE IN ENGLAND

>

.
OF ENGLAND

One Year Graduate Program
leading to a diploma in
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

f

/l|f\

The graduate diploma program is designed to prepare qualified
candidates for a successful career in business administration.
The program of studies leading to the diploma consists of
seven courses: Administrative Practices, Finance, Production,
Marketing, Management Accounting, Quantitative Methods and
Business Law.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: A RECOGNIZED UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN ANY FIELD FROM AN ACCREDITED UNIVERSITY.
and

Parr & Waller Shoes
150 King W., Kitchener

year?

745-7124

The Plum Tree Too
Waterloo Hotel
18

ALBERT ST.

WATERLOO

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY

Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada
Formal Application To This Program Should Be Directed To:
Director of Admissions, Lakehead University,
Port Arthur, Ontario
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Basketball team in Canadian championships
by

The squad met the Carleton
Ravens last night (Thursday) to
determine who will play ÜBC.
The winner of this game will
then meet the survivor of the
Western-St. Mary's tilt.
Carleton pulled off the biggest
upset of the year by nipping the
powerful Loyola of Montreal
Warriors 59-58. The Warriors
have 8 American freshmen on
their team and dominated the
Ottawa St. Lawrence League all
season but folded up the clutch.
Ravens will be fired up after
their big win and must not be
taken lightly by the Hawks.
St. Mary's won their league in
the final stages of the schedule
over a formidable Dalhousie
squad. It is doubtful that they
will be able to handle the Mustangs. The 'Stangs are improved since the Hawks beat them

Joe Fox

Golden Hawks finished
the season with a perfect 8-0
league record and thereby advanced to the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union basketball finals. The Hawks have migrated eastward and as you are
reading these words are striving to prove that "we're number one against the winners of
the other four leagues in the
country. Assembled at St. Francis Xavier University in Antigonish, N.S., are: University of
Britsh
Columbia, St. Mary's,
Western, Carleton and WLu!
If the Hawks win the Canadian Champior.ships they will do
it the hard way. ÜBC received
the bye into the semi-finals which
means the Hawks will have to
play one more game than the
others to take home the honThe

ours.

on January 10th as shown by
their convincing win over Windsor.
Little is known of the ÜBC
team except that they had little
trouble winning their league.
They were beaten by a large
margin, however; by Simon Frazer who do not play in Canadian leagues because they offer
athletic scholarships. ÜBC who
won the tournament last year,
will be well rested when they
meet the victor of the HawksRaven battle which gives them
an added advantage.
As coach Lockhart says, "We
have a tough row to hoe." The
Hawks must win three games in
three days against the best teams
in the country who only have
to play two games. The squad
has shown that they have the
ability and the attitude to be winners.

Last league game

Basketball Hawks beat Laurentian
Joe Fox
The Hawks finished their most
successful season ever in an appropriate manner by thumping
the Laurentian Voyageurs 102
to 88 Saturday afternoon and won
the right to represent the Ontario
Intercollegiate Athletic Associaby

tion at the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Association basketball finals in progress this weekend at St. Francis Xavier University.

The Hawks showed that they
were ready for the championships by dazzling the Voyageurs

Men curlers finish season
in first place in their league
The W.L.U. men's curling team
won the 0.1.A.A. championship in
Toronto on Saturday. The team,

Adams and Ted Wormworth was
chosen from all the school curlers. They won five straight games

consisting of George Gruetzner
skip, Jim Vandcuyvere, Brian

and went on to defeat Ryerson
10-3.

-

NOW IS TIME TO
BOOK YOUR RESERVATIONS FOR
THAT RELAXING JOURNEY HOME

K-W TRAVEL
Arrangements Are Their Business
576-0770
196 King E.

Gord Crosby
VOLKSWAGEN

and the large turn out of fans
with an impressive offensive display lead by Bob Bain and Dave
Baird who scored 28 and 27
points respectively. The tilt was
manned by an excessive number
of fouls by both teams many of
which were of the cheap variety.
This slowed the game down but
allowed referees Kitch MacPherson and Bert Canigan to put
on their best display of zany officiating this year.
Bain, Baird and Cuttiford
started the game by pumping 18
fast points while limiting the
Voyageurs to only 8. The Hawks
completely dominated the backboards and ruined Laurentiari's
zone with their slick plays. When
the visitors switched to a press
they fell victim to an effective
fast break. The Voyageurs were
able to keep afloat by the numbers of free shots the Hawks
gave them. Nixon and Bain picked up 3 fouls each early in the
game and had to be substituted.
A full court press applied for
the last 2 minutes of the first
stanza halted the Voyageurs offense and the score was 46 to 34
when the buzzer sounded.
The second half began on even
terms with each team dropping
in 4 points but the Hawks soon
pulled out all the stops and put
on a great offensive display that
showed Coach Lockhart has his
team well prepared for the big
tournament. Despite the fact that
the whole first string had 4 fouls
each with 6 minutes remaining
the squad was able to run the
score over 100 before the game
and the season ended.
The rather spindly Voyageur
crew put up the best fight of all
the OIAA teams but could not
cope with the Hawks scoring
power. They will lose several
players, however, and it looks
like another weak league next
year. The Hawks finished with
an 18-6 record including an 8-0
total in the league which gave
them the championship for the
fifth straight season.

OFFERS A

STUDENT DISCOUNT

University Billiard

For Authorized VW Service
and

Academy
Corner University and
King

Complete Collision Service

LADIES WELCOME

WILL ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION
THURSDAY 'TILL 9 P.M. BY APPOINTMENT

2500 King E.

Kitchener

745-6881

Confectionery

-

TV

Open Daily 8 to Midnight
Sunday 10 till Midnight

photo by Attkins

The Hawks demonstrate the style that won the league
championship in the game against Laurentian.

Girls end good season
leyball team finished fifth of nine
schools. The curling team placed
second when Ryerson conceded
defeat. Carol Farnell, Marg
Young, Sharon Walper and Gwen

The W.L.U. girls' basketball

team won the Consolation Event

of their division here Saturday.
They defeated the University of
Montreal 33-22. Nine schools competed with the University of
Windsor taking the championship.
Last week the girls' volleyball
and curling teams travelled to the
University of Montreal. The vol-

Davies made up the W.L.U. team.
The highlight of the girls season was the badminton tournament. Noni Campbell and Laima
Zichmanis won every event in
their league.

sports roundup
by brian Crawford

sports editor

Hawks are in Antigonish, Nova Scotia, this week for
the Canadian Basketball Championship. They met
Carleton University Ravens in the opening game last
night.
This year the Hawks do not have the overall strength,
and especially the bench strength, of some of the teams
in the tournament.
But when it comes to the starting five, we believe
the Hawks are unequalled by any team. Any of the
starting five is capable of scoring in double figures in
any game. Besides this, they are also excellent ballhandlers. Add to this what is perhaps the best coaching in Canada and you have a definite contender.
The Hawks must win three games in order to win
the championship, while some teams only need two wins.
This is so because there are only five teams in the tournament and officials feel that the OQAA is the strongest
league represented and their representative should be
in the final game.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Football Hawks have been working out in the
TA and the weight room in preparation for next season.
Coach Knight intends to have a contender for the
league championship in spite of losing several players
through graduation this year.
Some of the more notable absentees from next year's
squad are Dave McKay, Paul Markle. Brian Monteith,
Jeff Brown, Murray Markowitz and Tom Chascewski.
The Hockey Hawks are also going to be hit by graduation next year. Missing from the lineup will be Ken
Payne, John O'Flaherty, Bob Seager, Gary James and
Ron Babcock.
Even though there will be some big gaps left by the
graduating seniors, the Hawks should still have a good
squad

next year.

There were some good first year players, on the
squad, and a year's experience should help make the
Hawks a real threat in the OIAA next year

